CAMPSITE / 2004
A rush. 2004. A desperate attempt to find a safe place.

When a relationship ends, places to live must be determined. Mother and
twins stay at home. Father finds a place on a campsite near the house, far
enough away not to get in each other's way, close enough for mutual visits.
It is a good solution initially. Everyone can continue with the daily routine,
the care of children, the obligations regarding work. But lack of necessary
updates on what is going on at the home of the former family makes it a
lonely stay there for the campsite resident. No Internet. Whatsapp did not
exist yet. The twins have my red cell phone - found at my former desk - but
cannot make contact.
Initially it is quite chaos in the caravan. No private toilet, no water, no
heating, no drainage. That made it quite cold in the first winter. And in

addition: thousands of documents and books had to be secured, and had to
be protected from moisture in particular.
Plastic crates from HEMA provided a solution for this. Still (2020) thousands
of documents and books are safely stored in these crates. My current
bedroom (2020) therefore still seems quite a Spartan affair.
By the way, my memory on paper had a safe place through my employer long
before the caravan period. How useful are the boxes in which copy paper is
supplied!

The caravan was moved to a permanent location. With - lucky in an accident a tractor of my favorite brand.

There was a beautiful rainbow on that day.

Only in the year 2017, in October, the rainbow got a different and deeper
meaning in contacts with my mother-in-law in Tver / Russia.

It was cold. Was it winter 2004-2005 or 2005-2006? I do not know anymore.
But this I do know: it was cold, it was impossible to get warm. At the coldest
moment, I received an unexpected but desired visitor: the bravest of the

brave brought warm food, and I am still grateful for that! Later in the winter I
bought a Zibro stove. What a joy, what a delight. (Ps 10 years later I gave that
stove to a very young monk who was very cold in his cell in a closed
community in Belgium).

To work every working day! Nobody has noticed my lack of a decent home. I
hope and wish that. I prepared all lessons on a laptop, without Internet. Once
at school - every working day at 7:30 am - I posted all new lessons into the
local system. And then again and again the smile of any student: “sir, how can
you find this? / sir, how beautiful this is! “. My colleagues have had no idea of
my living conditions - except for AH and JS - and they often judged me on my
initial withdrawal. AH understood, and shared food during breaks. JS
understood it too, and lent his address for official communication. Heroes!
These heroes are still in the picture, and valuable, each in their own way.

Back to the campsite. The caravan of 9 x 3 meters. What a joy we had when
my immediate family came to visit me… How many tents were there next to
the caravan? Spaghetti. Dogs. Rare beautiful moments.

Back to solitude. I launched kites on extremely long lines, hoping the twins
would see. The kite was connected to a line of 700 meters, and should
certainly be visible above the village where I used to live. We will never
know.
A card from one of the twins arrived a few weeks later, with only the address:
“My Name / camping / Rockanje“. How strong is that kid ?! Where is that
child now?

Anyway … Bibi surveyed it all ..

